
Bldge 10/9N-119

September 14, 1970

Professor Debi Burma
Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics
College of Medical Sciences
Banaras Hindu University

Varanasi-5, INDIA

Dear Debi:

Your letter arrived while we were away in Israel on holiday and I am
only now catching up on my correspondencee

With regard to Coomassie Blue stain-=you can destain even the protein
bands by leaving gels in 40% methanol too long. If you destain several
hours in 40% methanol and then overnight in 7.5% acetic acid you shouldn't
lose the protein bandse If you should lose a protein band, you can restain
using the same procedure over againe Please let Koteswar know about this since
he too wrote me about the same problem.

If poly A solutions are too viscous, dissolving them with, or dialyzing
against, dilute Tris, pH 8 helps.

There is a good review discussing IC interactions in Anne Reve Biocheme
Vole 36, pe 407, by Felsenfeld and Miles. The stability of interaction

depends on salt concentration, but this is one of the most stable pairs knowne
We are planning on using this pair to measure RNase III in E. colis As soon
as we have some experience I'll let you knowe This is part of the T, project.
So far no news on this except that we have phage, bugs etce gpowing and can
conférm the observation on increased mRNA half-life. The enzymology starts

noWe

I received the copy of your Progress Report. Thank you for sending ite

You have been busyé

Schlessinger continues to publish short, unsatisfactory papers on RNase Ve
All assays depend on being able to destroy RNase II activity to permit

detection of RNase Ve To this end, they use coli with temperature sensitive

RNase Il. However, even the normal RNase II is quite temperature sensitive and

you might get away with heating normal typhimurium extractse



o2e

The mention (pe iii of report) about low RNase I in p*4 infected cells
caught my eyee Do you know any more about it?

On pe Vil--is it the 100-fold purified enzyme that has only 2 bands on
gels? That seems odd. It is important to be sure that the activity
coincides with one of the bands.

Please tell Koteswar that I'll answer his letter soon.

Regards to all at the labe Teil Maharani I finally found a robe for
her and will send it this week. A hug for the two Little boys.

Best regards,

Maxine Singer
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